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Our society has already entered into the electronic information age. There is little 
doubt that the development and expansion of electronic information has had put us 
into a vast ocean of electronic data，and kept the activity traces of our eating ,living, 
consumption, lodging, and amusement. The criminal activity in time and space are not 
open to escape these ubiquitous electronic data. How to find, collect and confirm the 
proof of criminal electronic evidence from massive electronic data is the current issue 
needed to be studied urgently. 
Based on the concept and characteristics of electronic evidence, this article 
emphasizes on electronic evidence discovery, collection, identification and other links, 
from the perspectives of legal science and computer science, and finally aim to 
improve electronic evidence in case investigation or trial application, and to enhance 
the investigators’ consciousness and ability to find ,collect, certificate electronic 
evidence . Apart from the introduction and conclusion, the article is divided into four 
chapters. 
Chapter 1: Combined with China's actual situation, this article makes clear 
various concept of electronic evidence, by comparing domestic and foreign electronic 
evidence, and gives a deep analysis on legal and technical double attribute of 
electronic evidence. 
Chapter 2: This article elaborates modern criminal investigation patterns to 
retrieve, query, compare and analysis on the related criminal offense, and public 
security and social information, relying on information application system, computer 
network, communication technology and other modern means of science and 
technology. This article also sums up and introduces 16 ways of electronic evidence 
discovery. 
Chapter 3: This article studies on special subject of obtaining electronic 
evidence, mainly including electronic technology experts and network police, and 
introduces five commonly used measures of electronic evidence collecting, in 
surveying the scene, searching and seizure, notifying the access, real-time collection 
















Chapter 4: This article discusses identification problems of electronic evidence. 
One is about four rules for admissibility of electronic evidence, including legal rules, 
hearsay rules, best evidence rule, and verification rules. The other is about 
determination of electronic evidence power, mainly from reliability, completeness of 
electronic evidence. The principle is mainly up to free identification of the judge, and 
gives equal treatment for electronic evidence and traditional evidence, and 
comprehensive review and identification of electronic evidence. 
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第一章  电子证据概述 
3 
传输、输出的一切证据。① 





















第二节  电子证据的特征 
电子证据不同于传统证据，它具有双重属性，即法律属性和技术属性，体现
为它的法律特征和技术特征。 
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